KNOW SOONER, ACT FASTER

Stop Sepsis Progression at Every Stage with Timely Insights Spanning All Currently Available IVD Testing Disciplines

01 SUSPECT
PATIENT ENTERS EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT

ROUTINE LAB TESTS
› CBC-Diff with Early Sepsis Indicator
› Basic metabolic panel
› Urinalysis

02 DIAGNOSE
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS INDICATE POSSIBLE INFECTION

CONFIRMATORY TESTS
› Procalcitonin
› Lactate
› CRP
› IL-6*

03 CONFIRM
PHYSICIAN OPTIMIZES TREATMENT

PATHOGEN IDENTIFICATION/ANTIBIOTIC TESTING
› Rapid bacterial identification
› Antibiotic susceptibility testing

04 MANAGE
PATIENT IS MONITORED

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
› Automated reporting
› Customizable rules and ranges

HEMATOLOGY
DxH 690T
DxH 900

CLINICAL CHEMISTRY
AU and DxC 700 AU

MICROBIOLOGY
DxM WalkAway

CLINICAL INFORMATICS
REMISOL Advance

MICROBIOLOGY
Bruker MALDI Biotyper®

IMMUNOASSAY
Access 2 and DxI Systems

URINALYSIS
iQ Workcell Series

Every minute matters. Combat sepsis with a comprehensive approach that supports swifter action and better clinical outcomes.

Find out how: beckmancoulter.com/sepsis

Elevate your performance. Advance patient care.
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